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Abstract 
For a class continuous Markov jump systems, the variance-constrained and uncertain robust   performance problem is 
researched, which guarantees the closed-loop steady-state variance to be less than a given upper, and the conditions 
for the existence of such controllers are proposed and proved. The designed method of these controllers is proposed. 
The simulation results show that the designed controller meets the demands of stability, robustness and variance-
constrained. 
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1. Introduction  
In practical engineering applications , for the existence of random mutation in system model , the 
system structure often changes , such as the mutation of environmental conditions、the changing of the 
parameters and so on . researches found that these random changes often follow the changing law of 
Markovian process , markov jump system can describe this system , essay[1-8] do some research about 
this system , and have got some conclusions , but never researched , for a class continuous Markov jump 
systems , the variance-constrained and uncertain robust   performance problem is researched. 
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2.  Problem Description 
In given complete probability space, consider the following MARKOV jumping system with 
parameters uncertain: 
 
{ 0( ( ) ( , )) ( ) ( ) , (0)( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t t t tt t t t t t tx A r A t r x B r u G r w x xz C r x D r u L r w= + Δ + + == + +&   (1) 
 
Where state xn2 Rx ∈ ,and satisfy [ ] 0xE 0 = ,control input xn2 Ru ∈ ,control output xnt Rz ∈ , tw is 
the white noise ,and it satisfies: 
{ } 0tE dw = ， 2{ }tE dw Wdt= ， 0W >  
tr is a continuous-time discrete-state Markov process with values in finite set with transition 













Δ + Δ ≠⎧⎪= = = ⎨ + Δ + Δ =⎪⎩
  (2) 
 
In this relation 0Δ > , ijπ  is the transition rate from mode i  to mode j , for all ,i j∈S ,it satisfies  







= − ∑ . 
For each tr i= ∈S ,uncertain parameters fulfil matched condition: 
Δ ( , ) ( )i t iA t i H F i M=   (3) 
Where real matrix ( )tF i represent the uncertainty of parameters, it fulfills: 
( ) ( )Tt tF i F i I≤    i∀ ∈S   (4) 
Suppose to system (1), the feedback control law can be as follows: 
( )t t tu K r x=   (5) 
Then system (1) can be written in the following compact form: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
t t t t t
t t t t t
x A r x G r w
z C r x L r w
⎧ = +⎨ = +⎩
&
   (6) 
 
Where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t t t tA r A r B r K r H r F r M r= + + , ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t tC r C r D r K r= +  
For each static tr ∈S , ( )tA r , ( )tB r , ( )tG r , ( )tC r , ( )tD r , ( )tH r  is a constant interconnection matrix 
with proper dimension. For tr i= ∈S ,assume [ ]( ) [ ]t ir i⋅ = = ⋅ 。 
Definition 1:  For each i∈S ,define: 
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ˆ ( ) : [ ( ) ( ) ] [ ( ) ( ) | ]T Tt t t t t t t tQ i E x i x i E x r x r r i= = =  
ˆ ˆ( ) : lim [ ( ) ( ) ] lim ( )Tt t tt tQ i E x i x i Q i→∞ →∞= =  
Then: 
1
ˆ ( ) [ ( ) ( ) ] [ ( ) ( ) | ] { }
s
T T
t t t t t t t t t r t
i
Q r E x r x r E x i x i r i P r i
=
= = = =∑  
If system (1) is robust stochastic stability , then steady-state covariance of the state exist ,that is 
1 1 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) lim ( ) lim ( ) { } lim ( ) ( )
s s s
t t t t r t t r rt t t
i i i
Q r Q r Q i P r i Q i P Q i P
→∞ →∞ →∞= = =
= = = = =∑ ∑ ∑
 
The aim of this paper is to design a state feedback controller of system (1) as equation (5) for all the 
allowable uncertainties, it fulfill the following three requirements: 
(P1)  System (1) is stochastic stability; 
(P2)  System (1) is robustness ； For all 0r ∈S ,there exists a constant 0 0( , )M x r  which satisfy 





0 0 0 020
( ) ( ) | ( , ) ( , )
T TE z t z t dt x r w M x rγ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤≤ +⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦∫   (7) 
 




ˆ[ ( )] : lim [ ( ) ( )] [ ( )] ( )Tt t t i t t i t t ii i ttVar x r E x r x r Q r rσ→∞= = <   (8) 
 
Where ,1 ,( ) [ ( ) ( )]x
T
t t t t t n tx r x r x r= L , ˆ[ ( )]t iiQ r  is the elements on the diagonal matrix of ˆ[ ( )]tQ r ,the 
given scalar 2 ( ) 0i trσ > ( 1, , )xi n= L  is the acceptable upper bound variance required by practical 
problems. 
3. Control Design 
This section will deduce a multi targets controller design for continuous Markov jump system with 
parameters uncertain. 
Theorem 1 To the a given positive constant 0γ > ， 2 0ijσ >  ( 1, , , 1, , )xi s j n= =L L ,if there exist 







S ( ) 0 0 0 X ( )
T T T T T T T T
i i i i i i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i
T T
i i




A X X A B Y Y B X H H G X C Y D X M X
G I L






⎡ ⎤+ + + + + +⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥ <+ −⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
  (9) 
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1 0
s
T T T T T T
i i i i i i i i ii i i i i ij j i i i i
j
i i i




⎡ ⎤+ + + + + + +⎢ ⎥ <⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦
∑          (10) 
[ ] 2i ijjjX σ≤ ， ( 1, , , 1, , )xi s j n= =L L     (11) 
Then there exists a feedback controller like equation (5) satisfy all the acceptable uncertainties in
（P1）~（P3）, and the feedback control gain is 1i i iK Y X −= . 






i i i i ij j i i
j
A X X A X GWGπ
=
+ + + ≤∑ ，    i∈S   (12) 
Then the closed loop system is stochastic stable. 
( ) ( )TA Aρ ρ=  
Where ( )ρ ⋅  is the spectral radius of a matrix.So when 0tu ≡ ,the stability requirements for the following 
system are equal to system (1): 
( ) ( )Tt t t t tdx A r dx G r dw= +  
 
   (13) 
Construct a Lyapunov function: 
( , ) ( , ) Tt t t t i tV x r i V x i x X x= = = ， 0iX > ， i∈S  
By weak infinitesimal generator there is 
1
L ( , ) ( )
s
T T T
t t i i i i ij j i i t
j
V x i x A X X A X GWG xπ
=
= + + +∑  
Notes that 0Ti iGWG > , obviously ,for close loop system ,if there exist one group of symmetric positive 
definite matrix 0iX > ,when equation(12) is true ,then 
1
L ( , ) ( ) 0
s
T T
t t i i i i ij j t
j
V x i x A X X A X xπ
=
= + + <∑
 
There exist one group of symmetric positive definite matrix 0iQ > , i∈S ,which is assumed to satisfy a 
constraint: 
1
L ( , ) ( )
s
T T T
t t i i i i ij j t t i t
j
V x i x A X X A X x x Q xπ
=
= + + = −∑
 
Then 
minL ( , ) min [ ]
T
t i t ti





By Dynkin lemma, there is 
0 0 min 0 00 0
[ ( , )] ( , ) L ( , ) min [ ] | ( , )
t t T
t s s i s si
V x i V x r E V x r ds Q E x x ds x rλ
∈
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤− = ≤ −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦∫ ∫SE  
From this equation , there is 
min 0 0 0 0 0 00
min [ ] | ( , ) [ ( , )] [ ( , )] [ ( , )]
t T
i s s ti
Q E x x ds x r E V x r E V x i E V x rλ
∈
⎡ ⎤ ≤ − ≤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫S �  
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So 0 00 00
min
[ ( , )]





E V x r
E x x ds x r
Qλ
∈
⎡ ⎤ ≤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫
S
 
Define 0 00 0
min
[ ( , )]
( , )
min [ ]ii






,when t →∞ ,there is 
0 0 0 00
| ( , ) ( , )Ts sE x x ds x r T x r
∞⎡ ⎤ ≤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫  
From essay [9] ,system which meet the condition of equation (12) is random stable. 
(2) Prove the steady-state covariance matrix of closed-loop system ˆiQ  satisfy ˆi iQ X≤ . 
By definition 1, the covariance of the system can be defined as 
ˆ ( ) : [ ( ) ( ) ] [ ( ) ( ) | ]T Tt t t t t t t tQ i E x i x i E x r x r r i= = =  
By weak infinitesimal generator 
1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆL ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
s
T T
t i t t i ij t i i
j
Q i AQ i Q i A Q j GWGπ
=
= + + +∑
 
When t →∞ ,the steady state variance of the system satisfies: 
 
1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆlim L ( ) 0
s
T T
t i i i i ij j i it
j
Q i AQ Q A Q GWGπ
→∞ =
= + + + =∑
  (14) 
 
By using Equation (14) to minus (16) , there is 
1
ˆ ˆ ˆ[ ] [ ] [ ] 0
s
T
i i i i i i ij j j
j
A X Q X Q A X Qπ
=
− + − + − ≤∑
 
From essay [10] there is, ˆi iQ X≤ . 
(3) The design of system which is random mean-square stability and satisfy all the upper bound. Proof 
(1)、(2) shows when AS satisfy equation (12) ,system is random mean-square stability and the steady 
covariance matrix of system state satisfy all the upper bound, then we discuss the design of system which 
is random mean-square stability and satisfy all the upper bound when satisfying equation (10), (11). 






X ( ) , , , , ,
i i i ii i ii i is i
i i i s
X X X X X
X diag X X X X
π π π π− +
− +
⎧ ⎡ ⎤=⎪ ⎣ ⎦⎨ =⎪⎩
L L






S ( )X ( )S ( )
s
T
i ij j i ii i i i i
j
X X X X X X Xπ π− −
=
⎡ ⎤ = +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∑   (16) 
 
Made ( )i i i i i t iA A B K H F i M= + + in(12),then 
1
( ) ( ( ) ) 0
s
T T T T T
i i i i i i i i i i i t i i i i t i ij j i i
j
A X X A B K X X K B H F i M X X H F i M X GWGπ
=
+ + + + + + + ≤∑
 
From easy [11] ,there exist a positive constant 0ε > ,which makes: 
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( ) ( ( ) )
0
s
T T T T T
i i i i i i i i i i i t i i i i t i ij j i i
j
s
T T T T T T
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ij j i i
j
A X X A B K X X K B H F i M X X H F i M X GWG






+ + + + + + +










T T T T T T
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ij j i i
j
A X X A B Y Y B H H X M M X X G WGε ε π−
=
+ + + + + + + ≤∑
 
By Schurz, we can get equation (10). 
From proof (1)、(2), we know when equation (10) is true , the system is random mean-square stability 
and the steady covariance matrix of system state satisfy ˆi iQ X≤ .Consider the steady state variance 
constraint equation of the system state (11)，There is the following conclusion: 
If there exist a constant 0ε > and symmetric positive definite matrix 0iX > ,matrix iY , makes matrix 
inequality (12)、(13)true. then state feedback controller (6) with gain 1i i iK Y X −= make closed loop 
system (7)meet the performance of (P1) and (P3). 
(4) Prove system (7) is random robustness stable 






i i i i ij j i i i i i i
j
T T T
i i i i i i
A P P A P C C C L PG




⎡ ⎤+ + + +⎢ ⎥ <⎢ ⎥+ −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∑                                            (18) 






T T T T T
Ti i i i ij j i i i i i i i i i i ij j i i i
T i ij j
T T T T i
i i i i i i i i
A P P A P C C C L PG A P P A P PG C C L
L




⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤+ + + + + + ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎡ ⎤= + <⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦+ − −⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
∑ ∑
 
From Schur fill lemma , the equation can be described as the following inequality 
1
2
        
 0                                









A P P A P PG C





⎡ ⎤+ +⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ 〈−⎢ ⎥−⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∑
                                           (19) 
Where ( )i i i i i t iA A B K H F i M= + + , i i i iC C D K= + . 




premultiply  and post multiply [ , , ]idiag X I I  to equation (21),there is 











X A A X X X X G X C
G I L





⎡ ⎤+ +⎢ ⎥





Let i i iY K X= ,introduced equation(17),notice 
( ) ( ( ) )T T T T Ti i i i i i i i i i i i i t i i i i t iX A A X X A A X Y B B Y H F i M X X H F i M+ = + + + + +  
1 1
1
S ( )X ( )S ( )
s
T
i ij j i ii i i i i
j
X X X X X X Xπ π− −
=
⎡ ⎤ = +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∑  
( )T T T Ti i i i i i i iX C D K X C Y D+ = +  
From essay[11],we know there exists a positive constan 0iζ > ,which makes 
1( ) ( ( ) )T T Ti t i i i i t i i i i i i i i iH F i M X X H F i M H H X M M Xζ ζ −+ ≤ +  
From Schur fill lemma, we can get equation (11). 
From above we know equation(11)is equal to equation(20) 





i i i i ij j i i
j
A P P A P C Cπ
=
+ + + <∑
 
For every i∈S , 0
T





i i i i ij j
j




From essay[9],we know system( 1)、(2) is random stable  
Next we prove equation(20) makes system have the disturbance attenuation γ  
Take Lyapunov function  
( , ) ( , ) Tt t t t i tV x r i V x i x Px= = = , 0iP > , i∈S  
By weak infinitesimal generator there is 
1
L ( , ) ( ) 2
s
T T T T
t i i i i ij j t t i i i
j
V x i x A P P A P x x PG wπ
=
= + + +∑
 












L ( , )
( )
T T
t t t t t
T T T T T T T T T
t i i t t t t i i t t i i t t i i t
s
T T T T t T




T T i i i i ij j i i i i i i
t t j
T T T
i i i i i i
z z w w V x i
x C C x w w x C L w w L C x w L L w
x A P P A P x x PG w w G Px
A P P A P C C C L PG
x w









= − + + + +
+ + + +







⎢ ⎥⎥ ⎣ ⎦⎥  
There is  
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2
0 0
( L ( , )) L ( , )
T TT T
T t t t t t tJ E z z w w V x i dt E V x i dtγ⎡ ⎤= − + −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦∫ ∫  
From Dynkin fill lemma , there is 
( ) 0 00 L ( , ) [ , ] ( , )
T
t T TE V x i dt E V x r V x r= −∫  
There is  
( )
10 2
0 0[ , ] ( , )
s
T T T
T T T i i i i ij j i i i i i i t
T t t j
tT T T
i i i i i i
T T
A P P A P C C C L PG xJ E x w dtw
L C G P L L I




⎡ ⎤+ + + + ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦+ −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
− +
∑∫
      
From ( )[ , ] 0T TE V x r ≥ and equation (20),there is  
0 0( , )TJ V x r≤  
When T →∞ ,there is 
1
2 2
0 0 02 2
( ) )Tz w x P r xγ ⎡ ⎤≤ +⎣ ⎦  
From aboved proof ,we know when equation(11) is true , Then the closed loop system 6 is stochastic 
stable and have the disturbance attenuation γ , which fulfills (P2) 
4. Simulation Example 
In order to compare easily, take the same model like essay[9].the parameters in system (7) is as follows: 
Model transfer rate matrix:
2.0 2.0
3.0 3.0
−⎡ ⎤Π = ⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦
 








































⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ . 








































⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ , 1W = . 
Find a right key to theorem 1,Let 1γ = . 2 1ijσ =  ( 1,2i = , 1,2j∈ ).Use Matlab LMI function box to 
solve equation (11)~(13), there is  




















−⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥−⎣ ⎦， 1 43.5294ζ = , 2 21.3645ζ = , 1 5.3215ε = , 2 7.1245ε = . 









− −⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥− −⎣ ⎦
 
5. Conclusion 
For a class continuous Markov jump systems, the variance-constrained and uncertain robust 
performance problem is researched. research sufficient conditions for its random mean-square stability by 
using LMI forward and prove the condition for robust   controller with variance constraint, and the design 
of  robust   variance controller; compared with the controller designed by using algebraic method 
description, the controller proposed by the essay is more convenient ,and can use Matlab LMI function 
box to solve directly ,the simulation result shows the designed controller meet the demands of stability, 
robustness and variance constrained . 
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